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WHAT’S NEW IN 2022 
 
 Furnishings: new Honey collection and Bridge System

 Furnishing complements and Solutions

 Decorative towel rail warmers, radiators 
 
 Washbasins 
 
 Bathroom fixtures 
 
 Bathtubs

 Shower System

 Mirrors

 Lighting

 Accessories

 Materials

THE LINES/COLLECTIONS 
 
 SISTEMA (CartaBianca, Segno, NeroLab) 
 
 ICONE (DES, Eden, Maori, Suede, Free, Honey) 
 
 LAUNDRY (Regola) 
 
 GLAM (York, Paestum, Moon) 
 
 COMPACT (Misura, Single)
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THE COMPANY
Cerasa was born in 1983 and is currently a very prominent Italian company in the 
panorama of bathroom furnishings. An entrepreneurial adventure based on two ge-
nerations at the helm of the company, flanked by the management team which com-
pletes it, with a strong focus on investments in innovation. A healthy, well-structured, 
efficient, all-Italian supply chain which is deeply integrated with the company in ter-
ms of values and projects. A success made of research and continuous impro-
vement, the ability to anticipate market trends and a strenuous attention to 
the quality of living and the needs of each customer. The knowledge of how to 
interpret spaces, lifestyles and contemporaneity with constantly new and original 
proposals, combined with a strong cohesion of the work team, ensure Cerasa is a 
reliable and successful brand.

HEAD OFFICE AND PRODUCTION
The headquarters and production are spread over more than 12,000 square metres, 
recently expanded, in the province of Treviso, in the industrious Northeast of Italy. 
From design to production, to logistics itself, the entire cycle takes place within the 
headquarters, thereby totally guaranteeing control and coordination of each phase, 
thanks also to the sophisticated latest generation machinery and to automated sy-
stems through internal software. The quality of the products, the propensity for inno-
vation and the well-being of people are handled with equal attention. 

The new showroom develops over 400 square meters, in an emotional and sensorial 
journey through the collections and product range, a multiplicity of styles and solu-
tions which also provide continuity to environments adjacent the bathroom.



MADE IN CERASA
Made in Cerasa identifies those essential product pluses that the market itself ack-
nowledges: creative skills, elegance, style, technological expertise, safety, ethics and 
responsibility towards people and the environment. Our products anticipate and re-
spond to the wishes and needs of our customers and they are all Made in Cerasa, 
which raises the concept of Made in Italy to a higher level of quality. Our strength lies 
in attention to detail, a scrupulousness that we also apply to choosing suppliers who 
embrace this same approach. 

Excellence, sustainability and product safety, verified with specific laboratory tests, 
are equally important. Our creations are unique pieces as they combine the purest 
craftsmanship with the most advanced production systems and processes. A syner-
gy of knowledge corroborated by the stylistic contribution of prestigious designers. 

The result: a very high level of customisation and a tailor-made offer. Details play the 
lead role: the result of inspiration from the world of art, fashion, architecture and na-
ture, but also from travel and from our curious soul which never tires of discovering, 
learning and being enchanted. In turn, we create and amaze with furnishings that go 
beyond the bathroom.



WHAT’S NEW IN 2022
 
Cerasa’s creative path never stops. This is why we periodically update the collections, 
integrating them with new proposals that ensure they are constantly up-to-date and 
capable of responding to the wishes of our customers, often anticipating them. Pe-
riodically these innovations are collected in dedicated catalogues, identified as CAP-
SULES. 

Here are all the new 2022 products, which include: 

• Furnishings: new Honey collection and Bridge System 
• Furnishing complements and Solutions/Decorative towel rail warmers, radiators 
• Washbasins / Bathroom fixtures / Bathtubs 
• Shower System 
• Mirrors 
• Lighting 
• Accessories 
• Materials
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NEW FURNISHINGS
HONEY
THE HONEY collection is expressed in a precious and versatile furnishing system. 
Superb quality materials dress and interpret an iconic aesthetic for the bathroom, 
illuminated by the warmth of light that finds its place in details and play of referen-
ces between fronts and mirrors in a design entirely engineered by Cerasa. The 3D 
effect is also one of the distinctive elements of the collection, both as a variant of 
the front and when inserted in the new metal frame whose light, placed under the 
handle of the door, emphasises even more the three-dimensional texture, defining 
the uniqueness of the proposal and a magical atmosphere of the environment.Every 
detail has its own intrinsic uniqueness, the result of study and emotions translated 
into design, capable of exalting the characteristics of the environment within which 
they are placed. Just as in everyday life, honey represents something precious whi-
le in symbolism it embodies spiritual values and riches, so the Honey collection by 
Cerasa, designed by the architect Michele Marcon, gathers within itself the perfect 
fusion between materials and elements of design, between nature and wonder. A 
majestic design whose details are revealed in the dialogue between unique environ-
ments, forms and finishes. 
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BRIDGE
The new furnishing system, elegant and functional, which merges the concepts of 
wainscoting and bookcase, can accommodate mirrors, decorative objects, but also 
storage elements, such as cupboards, drawer units and washbasin bases. Bridge’s 
extreme versatility creates a path of continuity between the various rooms of the 
house. Bridge fits into the Sistema program, enhancing the space with great origina-
lity. 
The central module, available in several widths, can accommodate cupboards, 
drawers, shelves, or even the washbasin cabinet and acts as a link to connect to the 
side modules, 15 cm wide, with profiles and uprights in Nickel finish. Bridge is avai-
lable in two heights, with the possibility of illuminating the uprights with LED lights. 
This particular solution creates a particularly pleasant light effect, with a soft touch 
for the environment but functional to illuminate what is stored on the various shelves. 
It is precisely the range of heights and modules that allows it to be set up according 
to the more specific needs of the bathroom, where the washbasin cabinet plays a 
key role, but everything that revolves around it is dressed in efficiency and design. It 
is in fact possible to create very characteristic mix and match effects with different 
elements which can be combined with each other. Open modules, large or small 
drawers, shelves and accessories can create original furnishing solutions.
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FURNISHING COMPLEMENTS AND SOLUTIONS
NICHE CLOSURE
As soon as this solution was launched, it became a best seller: hinged or folding do-
ors designed to close domestic niches by creating discreetly hidden storage spaces. 

POUFS and SMALL TABLES
A new metal structure with Nickel finish makes the Stone coffee tables and the Jane 
poufs elegant, solid but visually light. Perfect for any environment, the Jane poufs are 
available with cotton or velvet upholstery in 4 variants, while the tables offer original 
and eclectic crystal finishes.

STORAGE AND SUPPORT SOLUTIONS
The Jolly Trolley is a drawer base on wheels with a boxed upper support base and a 
smoked glass surface. Depending on requirements, it can be a piece of furniture in 
the bathroom, useful thanks to its flexible positioning, truly spacious despite its small 
size and can be equipped with a convenient side towel holder. The chest of drawers 
Hide is born with the same aesthetic principle. The first drawer, visible from the up-
per surface in smoked glass, is organised into dividers to maintain an impeccable 
internal order. 

For lovers of open elements, on the other hand, we have created the Luis lightweight 
vanity units and the Silvie valet stand, with a Nickel finish metal profile and wooden 
shelf. Agile, practical solutions, suitable for different contexts. 
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WARMER
FRAME WARMER – as good as a painting
FRAME is the new Cerasa radiator: an electric towel warmer which can be inserted, 
with or without a towel rail and hanger, even in other rooms of the house thanks to its 
distinctive and highly decorative character. Two versions for the finishes but count-
less variations: in the stoneware version with Laminam® slabs and in the Skinglass 
EQ•dekor® glass fibre version with all the 44 available creative solutions of the col-
lection.
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WASHBASINS
SEVEN
A unique and unmistakable design for the Seven wall-mounted washbasin, space-sa-
ving thanks to its sharp and thin shapes, but with storage spaces on the sides thanks 
to a clever use of volumes. Also available with front towel rail.

GIÒ 
The new Giò countertop washbasin (L50.5xP45.8xH12cm) is available in all 12 HPL fi-
nishes and can be made with a base for the mixer tap or open to be coordinated with 
the wall or countertop mixer tap. 

POOL 70 
Oval shape, clean and extremely rigorous lines for the countertop washbasin in Solid 
Surface

GIRO 42-T 
A perfect circle for the ceramic countertop washbasin, matt Travertine finish.
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BATHROOM WARE 
The bathroom fixtures are an essential element in any bathroom, but they also 
represent design solutions that integrate with style. Cerasa offers them in the flo-
or-standing or wall-mounted versions, with soft and rounded shapes for the Circle 
model, or more squared and rigorous ones for the Square model. Two proposals 
with a very clean design, which include the Glossy white, Matt white or Matt black 
finishes, perfect to be combined with the many Cerasa washbasin models in the 
same colour or in contrasting finishes, and offer the practical cushioned seat in a 
coordinated finish.
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BATHTUB 
LADY BATHTUB 
The new Lady centre room bathtub in acrylic  is available in two sizes (150x70 cm, 
therefore also perfect for small rooms, and 180x80 cm, for larger bathrooms) and in 
the two finishes, Glossy white and matt white. Lady gives a touch of elegance and 
exclusivity to the bathroom.
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SHOWER SYSTEM
 
Cerasa completes its wide range of furnishings with the new lines of shower trays 
and stalls: Nude, Slim and Bold. Each of these solutions, the result of research, inno-
vation and a focus on the highest quality, will add a new, practical and timeless di-
mension to your shower area. To add pure visual appeal to this daily routine and make 
it something pleasurable. It is possible to fix a single accessory, towel rail and shelf 
or both using the same holes on all the glass shelves, which are offered as standard 
with anti-limescale protection. The Stilo shelf and towel holder, offered in the same 
finishes, Nickel and Steel, of the shower profiles, in addition to being applied to the 
glass, can also be mounted on the wall. 

NUDE Nude captures all the elegance of pure glass in its simple, no-profile lines, 
supported just by a single wall-mounted upright. The support arm acts as a handy 
hanger thanks to the end detail. The doors are 200 cm in height with a 2 cm wall 
adjustment while the glass is 8 mm thick.

SLIM Slim creates a sense of lightness around the glass panel with a slimline profile, 
adding balance and proportions to the room. The wall profiles are enhanced by the 
end element which recalls the hanging supports.
The door, with shaped glass and magnetic closure system, can be opened both 
inwards and outwards.

BOLD The Bold frame gives the overall appearance of a painting, for a unique signa-
ture look, further emphasised by the ceiling version. The profile contextualises and 
enhances the shower area by framing it.
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SHOWER TRAYS
VERTIGO: made of matt white Solysand, it features a perimeter edge and a remo-
vable board for inspection and water drainage.

NATURE: made of marble-resin with a special stone effect texture, it is available in 
the three colours White, Cement and Anthracite.
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MIRRORS
OVALE
Ovale 1 is a mirror that slims thanks to its soft and elongated shape. Its frame, with a 
Nickel finish, is enhanced by the play of LED light integrated inside the mirror, which 
perfectly illuminates the face. The vertical momentum contributes to balancing the 
shapes, adapting to multiple types of furniture and washbasins: it softens the squa-
rer ones or harmonises with the soft washbasin and bathtub outlines. Ovale 2 is the 
reduced size version, without lighting. Ovale 3 conceals a practical tilted container on 
the back, to the right or to the left, with practical wooden shelves and a Nickel finish. 
Everyday toiletry products therefore do not create confusion on the washbasin spa-
ce, while still remaining close at hand. The three types of Ovale mirrors also allow you 
to create different combinations.

VICTOR 
Victor is the rectangular mirror available in different widths and heights, which can 
be positioned vertically or horizontally, and features the special Victoria Led lighting 
insert, in Nickel finish. Thanks to the angles of the light, the latter reflects both ways, 
creating a very special scenic effect.   

MOON
Moon is a round mirror with a diameter of 90 cm. The round concave frame allows the 
perimeter LED lighting to reflect and expand colour with a scenic effect that gives 
warmth to the environment. 
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LIGHTING
 
VICTORIA
The Victoria lamp, with a vertical structure and two distinctive side angles with full-hei-
ght LED inserts, can be wall-mounted, choosing the the wooden support finish in or-
der to coordinate it with the room furnishings, or recessed into the wall. Available in 
6 heights, from 105 to 270 cm. 

CONO
This mirror or wall light, in Nickel finish, is adjustable. It provides an impactful light 
band, but when oriented towards the ceiling it contributes to a pleasant ambient light. 

VERTICAL
The Vertical ceiling light in brushed brass makes any environment exclusive. Its style 
is flexible: when used alone, it creates a sober light source, while it becomes a light 
source of great impact when several are combined. 
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ACCESSORIES 
 
For a refined total look, Cerasa does not neglect any detail, proposing the accesso-
ries, Brio (glass and dispenser, countertop mirror) in matt white resin with lacquered 
exteriors, and Stilo (towel holder, shelf, roll holder and brush holder) in Nickel or Steel 
finishes. 

There is no shortage of ORGANISERS for drawers: storage elements in wood with 
dark Grey finish, to organise the interior space of the furnishings, but so elegant that 
they can also be positioned on the shelves, to have everything in order and at hand. 
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NEW MATERIALS
 
HPL (high pressure laminate) is a material used to produce tops for countertop or in-
tegrated washbasins with excellent resistance and durability. In basic terms, they are 
panels made of layers of wood fibre soaked in thermoset resin that have been com-
pressed under high pressure at a high temperature. The result is a non-porous mate-
rial that can be customised with the numerous finishes available. It is ultra-resistant 
to knocks and scratches as well as temperature fluctuations and light, so it maintains 
its original characteristics over time. The non-porous surface makes it very hygienic 
and easy to clean with non-aggressive products and soft cloths. Cerasa offers it in 
12 finishes with which it is possible to create tops and shelves also with integrated 
basins or for the Giò countertop washbasin.

COLOURED MARBLE-RESIN -Marble-resin is a composite, layered material made 
up of a polyester resin matrix and a mineral filler of calcium carbonate. It is a solid, 
non-porous material and protected by a thick layer of gelcoat (100% pigmented an-
ti-yellowing resin) of approximately 1 mm. It can easily be cleaned with normal neu-
tral detergents and with a non-abrasive sponge. Cerasa also offers it in a coloured 
version by selecting the opaque colour you prefer from the RAL folder, to create 
washbasin tops or shelves. 
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3D EFFECT - A unique texture because it is made with an exclusive Cerasa design 
slab. The material takes on the three-dimensional effect by using the slab combined 
with heat. The surface is marked by a press creating this three-dimensional effect. 
It is available in the Rovere Chiaro and Noce Canaletto veneer finishes, plus the 
brand-new  Rovere Termocotto, an elegant wood effect which is prized for its in-
tense colour.It can also be produced on all matt lacquered finishes, in any colour, 
including sample colours. Cerasa has chosen the most suitable materials for this 
type of treatment to guarantee the quality and durability of the resulting structure. 
This care also ensures its sustainability and the long-term durability of the furniture.
The resulting 3D effect means the unit is both original and unique because it creates 
totally new light reflections, enhancing the overall effect. Already appreciated for all 
NeroLab furnishings, the 3D effect is also one of the distinctive elements of the new 
HONEY collection, both as a variant of the front and by inserting it in the new metal 
frame whose light, placed under the handle of the door, emphasises even more the 
three-dimensional texture, defining the uniqueness of the proposal and a magical 
atmosphere of the environment.

SKINGLASS - The innovative waterproof EQ•dekor® fibreglass coating designed for 
the bathroom can be applied in spaces where water, humidity, steam and foot traffic 
require the use of technologically resistant materials. Skinglass allows the covering 
of shower interiors, exteriors of free-standing washbasins, radiators, but also DES 
line furniture, floors and ceilings in a hygienic and lasting way. The wide range of de-
corations - as many as 44 ranging from geometric shapes, to patterns, to the natural 
world - offers both an exclusive aesthetic and an integral protection, including an-
ti-seismic, as the fibreglass, properly installed, is certified to act as a structural binder. 



LINES AND COLLECTIONS 

The range of products reflects an actual culture of design, which has always been 
part of Cerasa’s DNA. The ability to interpret the styles and needs of our customers, 
creating emotions thanks to the attention to detail and the choice of materials, is 
developed transversally in each of our collections. Furthermore, we have always in-
troduced tasteful innovations, creating out-and-out trends in the world of bathro-
om furnishings. The collections and the fine tailoring of the projects accompany our 
customers towards customised creations, capable of satisfying varied spaces and 
tastes, including in terms of culture and traditions, at an international level.

SISTEMA

Line Collection

ICONE

LAVANDERIA

GLAM

COMPACT

CartaBianca 
Segno 
NeroLab 
 
 
DES 
Eden 
Maori 
Suede 
Free 
Honey  
 
 
Regola 
 
 
York 
Paestum 
 
 
Misura 
Single
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SISTEMA LINE
 
The bathroom furniture project in which everything is possible. The Sistema furniture line 
revolves around a vision of bathroom furniture in which the door allows an expressive 
capacity that gives strength to all the aesthetic and functional characteristics of the fur-
niture. Extensive modularity and across-the-board versatility of the finishes for a con-
temporary style with a refined design, in which the functional aspect is never overlooked. .  
 
CARTABIANCA Contemporary furnishing style, extreme versatility and multiple fini-
shes for a unique and design bathroom

SEGNO Contemporary furnishing style, extreme versatility and multiple finishes for a 
unique and design bathroom

NEROLAB Precious materials and compositions of character define this exclusive 
and high quality bathroom furniture
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ICONE LINE
 
The line of bathroom furniture capable of tracing a link between past and futu-
re, between tradition and innovation, always with extreme elegance and persona-
lity. A unique and distinctive style for bathroom furnishings: fine materials, exclu-
sive design and a very strong character. All the Icone collections are striking 
and create a designer pathway in the bathroom but also in the adjacent rooms. 
 
DES An elegant, transversal bathroom furniture system rich in accessories: modern 
aesthetics and retro details

EDEN Bathroom furniture with clean and essential lines blend with the functionality 
and expressive force of the new industrial

MAORI apanese charm and clean lines for a unique and refined bathroom

SUEDE Soft shapes and precious materials for a versatile and enveloping furniture 
line for the bathroom

FREE Vintage references and precious details revolve around the free-standing wa-
shbasin for a freely interpreted bathroom

HONEY (see the dedicated paragraph what’s new in 2022)
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LAUNDRY LINE
 
A furnishing project entirely dedicated to creating an elegant, functional and well-or-
ganised laundry area. REGOLA is the collection that allows all this, through flexible 
and modular units according to requirements. Everything is in order thanks to the 
storage spaces: from large drawers to tall units for large appliances or equipped ac-
cording to use, also with clothes hangers that can be managed to the centimetre. 
The proposed solutions are all space-saving and multifunctional, suitable for creating 
a dedicated laundry room or integrated with style in the bathroom. Regola maximises 
even the smallest spaces thanks to the inclined bases and retracting doors. Furniture 
and tops are available in coloured melamine or in the warmth of the essences, but 
also in material finishes with a high level of modernity and impact. 
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GLAM LINE
 
Timeless design for the furnishings of the Glam line, capable of interpreting and har-
monising even the rooms adjacent to the bathroom with continuity of style, harmony 
and elegance. A transversal project in which the preciousness of the materials dres-
ses sophisticated lines with neoclassical or fashion suggestions. A refined and ele-
gant furniture but at the same time original and functional, adaptable to any need for 
space and strong character.

YORK Metropolitan evocations are the link to bond bathroom furnishings and adjoi-
ning rooms with all the warmth of traditional design

PAESTUM Markedly neoclassical suggestions for the simple but extremely refined 
bathroom, sleeping area and living room furniture

MOON Eclectic, romantic and original bathroom furniture that revolves around the 
unprecedented concentric structure of the washbasin unit
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COMPACT LINE
A bathroom furniture line dedicated to compositions designed by Cerasa to harmonise 
precise space requirements, with variable sizes from 60 to 140 cm, all with the precious 
ability to respond with style to practical needs. Compact it contains versatile and elegant 
proposals for bathroom furnishings, with a high level of attention to comfort and sto-
rage capacity, without compromising the quality and resistance of Cerasa furnishings. 
 
SINGLE Great storage capacity for the floor and wall-mounted washbasin bases of 
this essential and timeless bathroom collection

MISURA Versatile functionality and modern refinement for an agile collection for ba-
throom furnishings



For further information: 

Orianna Ragagnin 
Head of Public Relations 
Phone 0438 78 34 11 
relationsesterne@cerasa.it  
www.cerasa.it


